Gain deeper insight into your
business with Sage 300
Construction and Real Estate

Your employees face issues that impact your company’s profitability
on a daily basis. These issues include controlling project schedules and
budgets, managing labor, and minimizing risk. In order to make the best
decisions for your business, they need access to meaningful information
in your project accounting system. How can you provide them with real
decision-making data?
Sage 300 Construction and Real Estate provides you with the insight
you need—when it’s needed most. You get quick access to critical data
and the ability to make informed decisions to keep projects moving and
profits improving. This book explores some of the many ways Sage 300
Construction can help you gain deeper insight into your business.
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See your business at a glance
The Executive Dashboard provides immediate access to the critical information you need to make informed decisions. With
intuitive graphical reports, you can easily monitor trends such as project profitability, property occupancy, or cash flow and
identify potential issues before they arise.

Use the Sage 300 Construction and Real Estate Executive Dashboard to drive the decision-making process and
deliver the right information to the right people at the right time.
• Export dashboard information
to PDF or Excel so you can
share across departments.
• Leverage prebuilt dashboard
views including cash snapshot,
company overview, job profit,
and property overview.
• Export to Powerpoint so you
can bring key performance
indicator information to life and
effectively communicate what’s
going on in the business.
• See trends at a glance across
projects and dates.
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Executive Dashboard
• Secure company information
by setting up data views by
organizational role.
• Customize your dashboard so
you only see the information
you need.
• View data across multiple
companies when applicable.
• Use Executive Dashboard
standalone or in conjunction
with Sage 300 Construction
and Real Estate.
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Get clear, effective reports on the health of your business
Sage 300 Construction and Real Estate offers more than 1,400 prebuilt report formats plus the ability to create your own
custom reports. Here are some of the essential reports you will need to run your business efficiently and effectively.

Keep your fingers on the pulse of profitability, cash flow, and billing for your jobs directly from the Sage 300
Construction and Real Estate Desktop.
• Cash flow is negative—
take immediate steps to
improve.

• The actual cost per square
foot is higher than the original
estimate—make a note to
increase future estimates.

• This project has used 99% of
estimated equipment costs—is
a change order needed?
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Get a concise summary of change requests for any job from the Project Management module. The Change
Request Log with Detail report provides an overview of where individual change requests stand, enabling
proactive change management. Use the report to view details for each change request, as well as the overall
contractual and profitability status of a job.
• Choose the report that best
fits your company’s needs
from a selection of 1,400
prebuilt templates.
• See how project scope
changes impact the schedule.
• Get updates on change
order status.
• Understand the impact of
contract changes on costs
and profits.
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Keep tabs on your subcontracts for any job from Project Management by using the Subcontract Log with Detail
report. See a complete breakdown by cost code to see real-time progress of your committed cost.

• Keep up to date on progress
of committed costs
• Quickly compare up-todate invoice and payment
information against original
subcontracts’ contracts.
• Avoid surprises! Get a
holistic overview of all of
your committed costs by
type to help manage project
progress proactively.
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Compare your estimated labor units (how much time it will take to perform a task) to what is actually happening
with the required labor production report. Make course corrections to stay on budget.
• For each cost code, know the
estimated hours, units, and
productivity factor and the
job-to-date hours, units,
and factors.

• See the remaining hours, units,
and required productivity factor
to meet estimates.

• Spot and correct potentially
costly production problems
before they develop into
overruns.

• Learn the exact productivity
required to complete the job
within estimates.
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Find the information you need
Inquiries give you instant onscreen access to the information you need to make more informed decisions. Use one of the
many prebuilt inquiries to quickly search for specific data or create your own customized inquires using the Inquiry Designer.

Job Overview Inquiry
See your projected cost at complete and projected profit for any job. It’s easy to search, select, and filter by
job code, description, percent complete, and more.

• Drill down to the level of detail
that you need to see.

• Print or send to Excel directly
from Inquiry window.

• Compare original and revised
contract amounts against
committed costs in easy-toview columns.

• Adjust your views and save
them for future use.

Job Overview Inquiry—Cost Code Detail
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Profit Summary Inquiry
See your projected cost at complete and projected profit for any job. It’s easy to search, select, and filter by job
code, description, percent complete, and more.

• Click on a specific job so you
can drill down to detailed
estimates and job-to-date
information for each cost code.

• Drill down to a particular cost
code to get the category
detail; click a cost code to
show individual transactions.

• Drill down further to view
distributions for each
transaction.
• Keep tabs on your total costs
to date so you can proactively
manage your jobs.

Profit Summary Inquiry—Cost Code Detail
Monitor job activity with simple navigation from the job to the cost codes and detailed transactions.
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Vendor Compliance Inquiry
• Minimize your exposure to
risk of subcontractor and
vendor noncompliance with
the powerful Vendor and Job
compliance inquiries (available
in the Accounts Payable and
Project Management modules).

• Drill down to get a quick
view of insurance certificates,
expected lien waivers, certified
reports, and other compliance
items across your jobs or for
a specific vendor and
secondary vendors.
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Design the reports you need—using skills you already have
Report Designer
With Sage 300 Construction Report Designer, you can get started right away using prebuilt reports—no changes are
needed to get up and running. To meet changing requirements, you can easily modify these prebuilt reports or create
your own. Simply point, click, drag, and drop fields to create your own customized reports. Plus, you can give each
person in your organization a personalized report menu containing the reports he or she needs for the job.
• Choose from a list of included
formulas or create your own.

• Use quick and intuitive dragand-drop tools to modify or
create Sage 300 Construction
and Real Estate reports.
• With minimal training and
documentation you can take
control of your data and get
the reports you need the way
you want to see them.

Information can be accessed from multiple data areas including accounts receivable, billing, and job cost.
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used by the report appears
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SAP® Crystal Reports
If you have in-house SAP Crystal Report design skills, you can use or modify reports to suit your needs.

• Use SAP Crystal Reports
to create and customize
presentation-quality
reports from your Sage 300
Construction and Real Estate
systems data.

• Get one-click access to Sage
300 Construction and Real
Estate data and built-in or
customized formulas.
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Consolidate organizational data
Consolidate data from multiple company sources using Sage SQL Gateway so you can see a more holistic view of your
organization. If you have in-house SQL skills, you can develop reports using SAP Crystal Reports or SQL Server Reporting
Services, or you can modify Sage 300 Construction reports to use SQL data when desired.

• Copy and maintain your Sage
300 Construction and Real
Estate data in a synchronized
SQL database by using the
Sage SQL Gateway.

• See reports across your
entire organization when
using multiple companies.

• Secure your data throughout
your organization by role.
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Proactive alerts
Your employees spend a lot of time entering many details, documents, and data into your business management system.
How do you get this information out of the system in a way that automatically informs people what they need to do every
day? Sage MyAssistant automatically generates reports, spreadsheets, documents, and email alerts, proactively distributing
information to those who need it so they can keep all phases of a project or property on time and on budget.

Create alerts with Sage MyAssistant
• Create tasks to automatically
generate and send reports
inside and outside of your
organization.

• Attach reports from Sage 300
Construction and Real Estate
or SAP Crystal Reports and
specify the information that
should be included.

• Drag and drop data fields
to include in the body of
the email.
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Proactively distribute reports by schedule, task, or on demand

• Generate reports using Sage
300 Construction and Real
Estate and SAP Crystal Reports.
Attach them to notifications that
can be sent throughout your
organization.
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Easy reports and financials using Excel
Microsoft® Excel is an easy-to-use tool with which most of your office personnel will have experience. Using Sage Office
Connector, you can create reports and analyze data in Excel including real-time information from Sage 300 Construction
and Real Estate. Office Connector allows you to query, report, and move data back and forth between Excel and Sage 300,
ensuring you always have the most up-to-date information.

• Harness the power of
Microsoft Excel and the
extensive data in Sage 300
Construction and Real Estate
to analyze, forecast, and
update your data directly
from Excel.

• Record or update all of your
job-level projections using
actual to-date values and
forecasts in Excel.

• Get insight into current and
future trends and use data
to make financial and project
management decisions.

• Store future projections
in Sage 300 Construction
and Real Estate and make
changes from within Excel.
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If you’d like to learn how to create and analyze reports
and hear best practices, check out the many training
options at Sage University. For a demo, contact your
authorized Sage business partner.
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